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Lesson 5 – Describing a Monster 
New Song: Aladino  CD 2 #2   Video:  DVD 2: #17 Aladino, #8 Help! Todo me duele 
Review Song: Tengo una cabeza CD 1 # 5    
Materials: Song CDs 1&2, DVD #2, Song Books 1&2, backpack, “gift” box,  

Aladino Flash Cards (Resource CD) 
Vocabulary/Grammar: Body parts, gifts, listening skills and following directions. 

This song is about a friendly monster that travels around with a backpack, bringing gifts to his friends the 
children.  The song and video begin with hints of an unknown dangerous monster.  Children love addressing 
fears and coming out victorious, and this song gives them the opportunity to do just that.   

Review: 
x Review the song Tengo una cabeza.  This will help the children remember the names of body parts. 
x Show DVD track #8, in which Juan can’t understand why his body hurts.  This reviews the body parts as he 

discovers that an elephant has been sleeping on him! 
 
Introduction:   
x Before class, place the Aladino (without gifts) flash card inside a gift box.  Put the gift inside a backpack.  
x Begin this lesson by showing the children the backpack.  Say, “Tengo una mochila.  ¿Qué llevará adentro?” (I 

have a backpack.  What could it have in it?).  Have the children make guesses as to what is in the backpack.  
If a child uses English to guess, answer in Spanish, saying, “No, no es un ____”.  After enough children have 
guessed, show them the gift, and say “Tengo un regalito.  ¿Qué levará adentro?” (I have a little gift.  What 
could it have in it?). As you elicit more guesses, say, “Quizás te dará miedo.” Maybe it will scare you). 

x Open the gift, showing the monster.  Ask “¿Tienen miedo del monstruo?”. (Are you afraid of the monster?) 
 
Aladino:  
x Show the video of Aladino twice.  The first viewing is for the excitement of the unknown.  The second 

viewing is for the pure enjoyment of knowing what is coming. 
x Show the song book illustrations, having the children help narrate the song in their own words.   
x Listen to the song twice, pointing to the pictures in the song book.   
x Practice the phrases and movements slowly, encouraging children to sing along with the chorus.  
x As the children become familiar with the plot and lyrics of the song, begin singing the entire song with the 

CD, including the movements. 
 
Practice: 
x Using the flash cards of the different features of Aladino, have children touch the feature that is showing in 

the picture.  Alternately, have the children ask where the hidden features are:  ¿Dónde están las piernas?  
x  Model how to draw a monster (head, eyes, nose, hair, etc), giving the children plenty of opportunities to 

practice and create their own monsters.  Once children are comfortable drawing monsters, provide 
opportunities for them to develop their listening.  Give each child a paper or whiteboard with a selection of 
colored markers or crayons.  (Each child must have the same set of colors).  Explain to children that this time 
they must listen carefully and draw exactly what the teacher says.  For example:  Dibuje una cabeza grande.  
Draw a big head.  Dibuje cinco ojos rojos.  Draw five red eyes.  (Say each phrase slowly, giving the children 
time to draw each item before moving on to the next feature).  The first few times, draw a model so the 
children can listen and see simultaneously.  The ultimate goal, however, is for children to be able to listen, 
understand and draw with the teacher only saying each phrase once. 

x Choose students to be the teacher.  Children can take turns telling the rest of the class what to draw.  After 
practicing this with a group, children can then work in pairs, taking turns being the teacher. 
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Lesson 5- Describing a Monster: Reinforcement Resources and Activities 

 

Resources  Activity Play: Authentic Language 
Use 

Songs Aladino  
CD 2 #2 
 
Tengo una cabeza 
CD 1 #5 
 

 Directed Drawing: 
Guide the children through the 
process of drawing a monster.  
Demonstrate how to draw the body, 
eyes, etc.  As they draw, encourage 
the children to be creative as far as 
the number of eyes, ears, etc. that 
they draw. 
 
Find the difference: 
Using the flash cards, have children 
describe the difference between the 
two images of Aladino.  For example, 
“Aladino tiene ojos grandes”.   
 
Sequencing: 
Using the flash cards, help children put 
the cards in sequence according to 
which characteristics are visible.  
 
Fine Motor: 
Provide playdough of different colors, 
and have the children make monsters.  
As they build, they can describe their 
monster: “Mi monstruo tiene tres 
narizes azules.” 

Recess/ Gross Motor: 
Play “Aladino” tag.  One 
child is Aladino, and 
everyone runs away, calling 
“Corre, corre, ya viene el 
monstro”.  When Aladino 
catches someone, he/she 
gives that person an 
imaginary gift, and that 
person becomes Aladino. 
 
Role Play: 
Put the flash cards in the 
dramatic play area, or in 
the block area.  Encourage 
the children to incorporate 
Aladino in their play.  If he 
comes close, the children 
can sing, “Corre, corre, ya 
viene el monstruo”. 
 
Dramatic Play: 
Include props so children 
can dress up as monsters.  
Include a backpack that 
children can use to carry 
“gifts”. 
 
Art Center: 
Provide coloring pages of 
the songs for the children 
to color and bring home. 

Listening Center: 
Song CD and Song Book:  

Aladino 
Tengo una cabeza 

 

DVD Aladino 
DVD #17 
 
Help! Todo me duele 
DVD #8 

 

Teacher 
Preparation 

Backpack 
“Gift box” 
 
Whiteboards or paper 
Colored 
markers/crayons 

 

Resource 
CD 

Flash Cards: Aladino  

Technology Song and Story DVD: 
Aladino 
Tango de animales 
Mi familia 
 

 

Notes  



Spanish Champs Music Learning Plan
The songs on the Spanish Champs CDs cover a range of skills and learning concepts. They are 
meant to be an effective learning tool for several years.  The songs introduce and reinforce 
essential Spanish.  The Level 2 curriculum delves deeper into some of the Level 1 songs while 
helping children transition from singing the lyrics to using the language in a variety of 
contexts besides the songs.

When babies learn to speak, they follow a series of processes, and Spanish Champs is 
designed to follow the same process.  Children learning Spanish will learn faster than babies 
because they are adding a second language rather than learning a language for the first time.

1. Listening: It is very inefficient to try to learn to speak a language that you have never 
heard.  Babies spend approximately six months listening to language before attempting to 
speak any sounds.  While listening, babies are developing meaning, learning about 
sounds, and identifying patterns.  Learning a language is no different.  The more 
opportunities we have to listen, the easier it will be to learn to speak.  Spanish Champs is 
based on songs, and as children listen to these songs, they are familiarizing themselves 
with the sounds and rhythms of Spanish, the patterns, and learning to differentiate 
between words.

2. Mimicking / Singing: Around eight months of age, babies begin mimicking adult speech.  
They can repeat familiar sounds and word approximations.  Spanish Champs mirrors this 
when the children start to practice singing along with the songs and videos.  Children may 
not be able to say complete phrases, but they can probably chime in during refrains or 
repeated sections.  Children are supported by the illustrations and words in the books.  

3. Understanding / Comprehension: By the time a child is about 12 months old, he can 
speak with one or more words, not always clearly.  At the same time, the child recognizes 
words for common items.  In Spanish Champs, this is when the children are more secure 
with the meaning of the lyrics and the accompanying movements.  Comprehension is 
increased by seeing Spanish used in multiple contexts: watching Spanish Champs videos, 
story books and resources.  At this point, children won’t understand each word that is 
spoken, but they will understand the basic idea of what people are saying.

4. Using the Language:  An average child begins use language effectively when they are 
about two  to three years old.  After two years of exposure and practice, children have a 
solid vocabulary, and are able to create short sentences.  In Spanish Champs, our children 
already speak their first language, and so are more experienced in the area of language, 
so they reach this point much sooner.  Perfection isn’t the key for early language learning, 
especially when it comes to speaking.  Take advantage of every opportunity to use 
Spanish.  As children hear Spanish used in a greater variety of contexts, they will begin to 
use it spontaneously.
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2. Aladino Aladino

7

Corre, corre ya viene el monstruo.      
Run, run the monster is coming.

Una cabeza grande, 
y una cara roja,
dos ojos verdes,
y pelo amarillo                                   A big head,

and a red face,
two green eyes,
and yellow hair
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Él corre muy rápido                            
con sus cuatro piernas.                      
Lleva zapatos negros                         
es sus pies grandotes.                        

Corre, corre ya viene el monstruo.
Run, run the monster is coming. 

Él tiene una boca
llena de dientes,
labios rosados,
y una nariz grande.

He has a mouth
full of teeth,
pink lips,
and a big nose. 

Corre, corre ya viene el monstruo.
Run, run the monster is coming. 

Corre, corre 
ya viene el monstruo.
Run, run the monster is coming. 

Con sus dos orejas
él oye muy bien.                                 
Él puede oirlo todo.                             
¡Y sabe dónde estás!                         

With his two ears
he hears.very well.
He can hear everything.
And he knows where 
you are!

He runs very quickly
with his four legs.
He wears black shoes
on his big feet.
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Corre, corre ya viene el monstruo. 
Corre, corre ya viene el monstruo     
Run, run the monster is coming.

Está muy cerca. 
¿Ya tienen miedo?                           
Tiene mochila grande.                       
¿Qué llevará adentro?                      

He is very close.
Are you afraid?
He has a big backpack.
What is he carrying inside?

Niños, niños ya llegó el monstruo.
Niños, niños ya llegó el monstruo.
Se llama Aladino                               
y él es muy amable.                          
Lleva regalitos                                  
para sus amiguitos.                            

Children, children the monster
has arrived.
His name is Aladino
and he is very nice.
He is bringing gifts
for his little friends.

Hola amigos, 
me llamo Aladino.         
Hi friends, my name is Aladino.

Yo soy de la luna                               
que está en el cielo y                          
vengo de muy lejos                          
llevando regalitos. 
I am from the moon
that is in the sky and
I come from very far
bringing little gifts.

Yo no tengo miedo,                          
Aladino es muy amable.                    

I am not afraid,
Aladino is very nice.
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Part 2: Lyrics and Activities

1. Vengan, vengan (Come, Come) by Tim Keller 
 
Key Vocabulary:  vengan - come (plural-command); siéntense - sit down (plural- command); todos- everybody; el 
cuento - the story; va a - is going to; empezar - to begin; escuchen bien - listen well (command - plural); mis amigos- 
my friends; no hablen- don’t talk (command - plural) 
 
How to use this song:  This song is a fun and gentle way to call children over for storytime, helping everyone settle 
down and focus.  When first introducing this song, say the words slowly, having children practice the motions.  Once 
the children are familiar with the song and its purpose, the teacher can assign one child to be the teacher, put on the 
music, and call the other children to the storytime area. 
 
Extensions:     This song does not need to be limited to story time.  Changing the verbs, the song can invite children to 
play, jump, eat, etc:  Vengan, vengan, a jugar/ a saltar/ a comer.  Vamos  a empezar.   
 
Vengan, vengan, siéntense Come, come, sit down. Teacher waves hands for children to come.  

Indicates “sit down” with hands. 
El cuento va a empezar The story is going to begin. Teacher holds up a book. 
Vengan, vengan, todos. Come, come, everybody. Teacher waves hands for children to come.  

Indicates “sit down” with hands. 
El cuento va a empezar. The story is going to begin. Teacher holds up a book. 
Escuchen bien mis amigos. Listen well my friends. Hold hands up to ears indicating listening. 
No hablen y escuchen bien. Don’t talk and listen well. Put finger up to lips for “shhh”, and hold hands up 

to ears for “listen”. 
El cuento va a empezar. The story is going to begin. Teacher sits down and opens pretend or real book. 
 

2. Aladino (Aladdin) by Tim Keller 
 
Key Vocabulary:  Corre-run; ya-already; el monstruo –the monster; cabeza grande –big head; ojos verdes- green eyes; 
pelo amarillo –yellow hair; él tiene- he has; una boca- a mouth; llena de- full of; dientes –teeth; labios rosados – pink 
lips; nariz grande – big nose; orejas - ears; él oye- he hears; muy bien - very well; él puede - he can; oírlo todo - hear 
everything; sabe- he knows; dónde estás - where you are; él corre - he runs; muy rápido - very fast; con-with; sus 
cuatro piernas- his four legs; lleva - he wears (carries); zapatos negros - black shoes; pies grandotes - huge feet; muy- 
very; está cerca - he is close; ¿tienen miedo? - are you (plural) afraid?; mochila grande - big backpack; regalitos - little 
gifts; para - for; sus amiguitos - his friends; Yo soy -I am; de la luna - from the moon; en el cielo - in the sky; muy lejos- 
very far; tengo miedo - I am afraid 
 
How to use this song:  Aladino is a story/song that reinforces vocabulary from Level 1, such as body parts and colors, 
while adding new vocabulary.  When introducing this song, watch the Aladino video on the Level 2 DVD.  This song 
can be used as a springboard for other activities using descriptive vocabulary.  One goal is for children to begin 
understanding that Spanish places the adjective before the noun, like ojos verdes (green eyes), cabeza grande (big 
head).   
 
Extensions:   When reading books with the children, describe items in the pictures in Spanish, with the noun first, and 
the adjective second.  Challenge children to find the item being described. 
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Chorus:   
Corre, corre, ya viene el monstruo Run, run, here comes the 

monster. 
Children run in place 

   
Una cabeza grande, A big head Touch top of head, moving hands outward showing  large size 
y una cara roja, and a red face Place palms on cheeks 
dos ojos verdes, two green eyes Point to eyes 
y pelo amarillo. and yellow hair. Touch hair 

(chorus)   
Él tiene una boca He has a mouth Point to mouth 
llena de dientes, full of teeth Show teeth 
labios rosados, pink lips Point to lips 
y un nariz grande. and a big nose. Move hand away from nose, to indicate a long nose. 

(chorus)   
Con sus dos orejas With his two ears Point to ears 
él oye muy bien. he hears very well. Put hands behind ears and lean forward. 
Él puede oírlo todo. He can hear everything.  
¡Y sabe dónde estás! And he knows where you are! Use index finger and point to children. 

(chorus)   
Él corre muy rápido  He runs very fast Children run in place 
con sus cuatro piernas. with his four legs. Place hands on legs. 
Lleva zapatos negros He wears black shoes Place hands on shoes 
en sus pies grandotes. on his huge feet. Move hands outward showing large size. 

(chorus)   
Está muy cerca, He is very close, Point, as is if Aladino is nearby. 
¿Ya tienen miedo? Are you afraid yet? Put hands to mouth, with fearful expression. 
Tiene mochila grande. He has a big backpack. Use hands to adjust backpack on shoulders. 
¿Qué llevará adentro? What is he carrying inside? Use hands and shrug shoulders for question. 

   
Se llama Aladino His name is Aladino Big friendly smile. 
y él es muy amable. and he is very nice.  
Lleva regalitos  He carries little gifts Hold out hands as if holding gifts. 
para sus amiguitos. for his little friends. Pretend to hand out gifts. 

   
Hola amigos, me llamo Aladino. (2x) Hi friends, my name is Aladino. Wave hello. 
Yo soy de la luna I am from the moon Point towards sky. 
que está en el cielo. That is in the sky.  
Vengo de muy lejos I come from very far  
llevando regalitos. bringing gifts. Hold out hands as if presenting gifts. 
Yo no tengo miedo. I am not afraid. Smile, shaking head. 
Aladino es muy amable. Aladino is very nice. Big, friendly smile. 
 

3. El alfabeto del bebé (Baby’s Alphabet) by Sarah Farrell 
 
Key Vocabulary:  Llora - he cries;  el bebé - the baby; le da - he/ she gives him/her; leche - milk; su mami - his/her 
mama; ahora - now;  ya - now (finally); se duerme - he sleeps; saltas tú - you are jumping; ¡Qué alegríá! - what 
joy/happiness; ¿No se ve? - Don’t you see?; sabes - you know; las letras - the letters. 
 
How to use this song:  As children develop their Spanish skills and learn to read, it is important to learn the names of 
the letters.  The letter names help isolate the distinct sounds of Spanish.  In many aspects, Spanish is easier to learn to 
read than English.  Spanish has 27 letters which make 27 sounds.  In contrast, English has 26 letters, but those letters 
can vary in sound, making 44 sounds.  So, once you know the sounds of each letter in Spanish, you can read it pretty 
well.   
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Spanish Champs Lesson 5 – Aladino – Parent Page 

New Song: Aladino (CD 2 #2)   Video: DVD 2 #17Aladino, #8- Help! Todo me duele 
Review Song: Tengo una cabeza (CD 1 #5) 

 

Dear Parents, 

We are moving away from friendly animals, and exploring the world of friendly monsters.  In this 
lesson, the children will meet Aladino.  Aladino is a friendly monster who carries a backpack full of gifts 
for his little friends.  This song is made especially exciting because the beginning implies fear of a scary 
monster.  The chorus is ¡Corre, corre, ya viene el monstruo!, which means “Run, run, here comes the 
monster!” The children enjoy pretending to be afraid, and are thrilled when the monster turns out to 
bear gifts.  The song spends a lot of time describing Aladino- (see the new vocabulary listed below).  
During this unit we will practice drawing monsters with creative features.  Who says a monster can’t 
have five eyes!  As the children become comfortable creating monsters, we will practice listening to 
and following instructions related to what to draw.  For example:  Dibuje tres narices – Draw three 
noses. 

  

Review:   New:   
 números 1-10 numbers 1-10  el monstruo the monster 
 la cabeza the head  el regalo the gift 
 el ojo the eye  la mochila the backpack 
 la boca the mouth  amable friendly 
 los pies the feet    
 las orejas the ears Phrases: Yo no tengo miedo I’m not scared 
 la cabeza the head  corre, corre run, run 
 las piernas the legs  ya viene here comes 

 

Suggested Activities: 

x Take turns being teacher: Ask your child to use Spanish to describe a monster for you to draw.  
Be forewarned- the monster might be rather unique!  After you’ve drawn a monster, try to 
describe a monster for your child to draw.  After each drawing, you and your child can practice 
describing your monsters! 
 

x Explore the world of childrens’ fears.  Read some books about monsters and talk about what is 
scary, and why.  Try writing a book about a monster, or something scary.  Children often have 
fears we don’t understand, and addressing these fears can lead to powerful conversations.  For 
a list of related titles, visit our website. 
 

x Play monster tag.  While chasing, practice the phrases listed above. 



How to Use This Coloring Book

Use this book in conjunction with the Spanish Champs Level 2 Songs and Song Book. It 
is also the companion to classroom based Spanish Champs programs. 

This book isn’t just for little children. Using these song drawings and reinforcement 
activities will accelerate your child’s Spanish comprehension. 

1.  Color in the pictures.

2. Have the children try to associate words to each song with the pictures. See if they 
can sing any of the song as they point to the pictures. 

3. Write the words under each picture. Refer to the Song Book for the lyrics. This will 
help the parents/teacher also learn the song and what it means. 

4. Sing the song with the child and point to the picture at the appropriate time if they 
can’t do this on their own. 

5. Cut the song sheet into individual images. Work with your child to put it back 
together in proper order. Save your pieces in a little plastic bag.  Since we recommend 
that you cycle through all the songs more than once, you can reuse them on the second 
or third pass through. 

6. After your child can arrange the proper sequence, remove an image and see if they 
can figure out what is missing (which words don’t have an associated image). 

7. Take a blank sheet of paper and have your child draw their own version of the song 
images. If they can do this, then you can change the words in some of the songs to make 
your own version. For example, in the song Muevo con los días, have them change the 
activities of each day. 

8. If you are using this book as part of a class, the teacher will tell you when to use 
each of the 17 activities. If you are using this book on your own, look at the top of each 
activity, it mentions the related songs for the activity. 

9. Start a notebook to store the colored images and the activities.

10. Give a child a star when she can sing a song and another when she can sing it with 
the karaoke music. When she can use the Spanish from the song, she is a Spanish Champ 
and gets the third star! 

11. Once you fill in any of the progress charts, make sure to celebrate. 

Do you have an interesting or fun way to use the Spanish Champs coloring book? Please 
send your learning tips and suggestions to: info@progressivelanguage.com.
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